
Implementing ECAD: 

ECAD with most Mentor Graphics uses DxDatabook which uses some form of a database (MSAccess, MYSQL, etc) to 
have tables of attributes for their classification of electrical components and list of AML/AVL.  Some companies like to use 
excel spread sheets as the interface to manipulate and control the attributes.  There is even a duplicated excel spread 
sheets to ensure that the values and orientation are not accidentally modified on the original. 

Here are the assumptions of your implmentation: 

• There is an electrical component engineer 

• In Windchill there is a: 
o Purchase Part Library with electrical components folders 
o Electrical Library for commonality for reuse 

•  Partslink and Supplier Management are installed 

• Options and Varients 

Now, moving forward with possible solutions of ECAD integration with DxDatabook: 

Part Management 

• One solution is to write some VB scripts to sync the part creation in the DxDatabook with Windchill by 

comparing the draft excel spread sheets to the originals.  If different, apply the differences to PLM.  But ignore 

deletes.  This requires a lot of customization with VB scripts and java listeners for changes in a network directory 

where excels exist.  This requires a multiple interfaces to manage for the component engineer.  The excel and 

PartsLink must be managed to ensure attributes values and proper classification or reclassification.  There is 

always a possibility to have a typo in excel. 

• I would rather just create/move the database to the same database that Windchill exist.  If the database is 

down, everything is down.  Now you have to create an user interface to modify the data.  This can be done 

either in Windchill or anyother (PHP, jsp, etc) .  Your Mentor has to now point to this database and tables.  

Symbol files can be vaulted with pointers from the database. 

• Or the most refined method is to create a new report/view table in windchill that is a combination of PartsLink 

attributes, supplier management and additional tables for: 

o  symbols and its orientation, symbol files can be vaulted  

o Mapping for existing values attributes and it’s conversion 

o Mappings for AMLs, location, MFG SCDs documentation 

o to output the same as format as the excel/DxDatabook.  Thus, when you create a new part in PartsLink, 

Windchill is the single interface and there is an approval process for a new part component.  You don’t 

want released drawing that you import to change.  If you don’t migrate your legacy data, you don’t need 

to create the mapping tables and just use Windchill values. 

BOM Generation: 

• Must create post hooks to remove the schematic and documents in the BOM.  Usually, companies place 

documentation and place the quantity to 0. 

• Need to customize part management to allow decimal places with reference designators 

• Options and Varients: 

o Require a pre-hook check-in to go through the schematic logic of options and map/create new in 

Windchill. 

o You may need a C-code translator, it depends on the ECAD tool. 

New EPM Indexes: 



o Need the new EPM indexes to separate uniqueness between number, type, authoring tool, organizationid.  Or 

else you will get errors when some methodologies are to number the project the same as the schematic or 

components as the board. 

o When you include MCAD, this is when you really need the indexes.  Most MCAD would number their drawings 

and 3-D rep board layouts as the same number as ECAD.  Plus there is only one active association from the ECAD 

or MCAD EPM to the WTParts.  With ECAD, the ECAD EPMs are the active association.  The PCA viewable of the 

part should show the 3D viewable layout.  The schematic and projects are like a drawing with a passive link.  But, 

the board part should be hard linked to the PCB ECAD EPM.   This association requires some additional hooks 

upon checkin.   99% of the cases, you will have a conflict of EPM numbers between ECAD with MCAD. 

o You may have to impose a new methodology to use the Windchill Version and iteration instead of placing them 

as part of the number or file name.  Most companies come from a file based system of managing ECAD. 

 

 


